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Since men and women* 
have different mobility 

patterns and divers needs, a 
well-connected, safe and 

accesible public 
transportation system 
reduces the gendered 

burden of transportation 
responsibilities for some 

individuals.

To develop Wolfsanger/ 
Hasenhecke’s local iden�ty and 
amid climate change, u�lizing 

exis�ng city buildings is crucial. 
Retrofi�ng reduces emissions and 

preserves cultural heritage, 
fostering community iden�ty. 

Priori�zing exis�ng structures curbs 
urban sprawl, promo�ng 

sustainable development, and 
minimizing environmental impact.

The building structure will enhance 
urban and natural axis that are 
essen�al as wind corridors that 

bring fresh air into the city. 

Furthermore, the green axis 
regulate the micro climate, help 

water management, reduce urban 
heat island.  

We don’t want to talk about sex 
but about gender.

 European cities are a historical   
palimpsest of centuries, therefore 

a manifesation of a patriarchal 
society. 

The achievements of the female 
and minory empowerement will 

guide us to smart design 
principles and an urbanity better 

suited for the marginalised 
majority and other  marginalised 
groups in this highly pluralistic 

society. 

Sex is life!

 It’s part of reproduction for many 
living beings including us humans.

A reproductive ecosystem is 
essential for our last existence.

As we understand the impact of 
our doing on planet earth in the 
realm of the anthropocene we 

have to create sex friendly world 
in a post binary understanding of 

nature and culture:

We are nature and we have to 
reproduce.

In a post-binary nature culture 
urbanism, city and nature blend 

harmoniously. Urban ecosystems are 
vital in the Anthropocene, mitigating 

climate change and preserving 
biodiversity. Green spaces, parks, and 
water bodies provide crucial ecological 

services, fostering biodiversity and 
habitat connectivity amid urbanization. 

Protecting urban ecosystems is 
essential for sustainable and resilient 
cities coexisting within and as part of 

nature.

In the anthropocene, urban ecosystems 
play a crucial role in enhancing human 

well-being. Green spaces promote 
physical and mental health, while fostering 

a sense of community and connecting 
people with nature and each other. 
Emphasizing and preserving urban 

ecosystems is essential for promoting 
green and ecologic urbanism, ensuring 
cities are sustainable and improve the 

overall quality of life for their inhabitants.

Sustainable small-scale agriculture, or 
reproductive agricultural production, 

enhances soil fertility, biodiversity, and 
ecosystem health. Through local crops, 
organic methods, and responsible water 

use, it minimizes ecological impact, 
empowering communities and promoting 
food sovereignty. This approach fosters 

resilience against climate change, 
ensuring food security and safeguarding 

natural resources for the future.

SEX in the 
city

how  feminism improves 
our all urban life 

gender-equitable

mobility

SEX in the 
future

how to live and to live on 
in the time of the  

anthropocene 
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SEX in the 
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how to become a  
a reproductive 

ecosystem a post 
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urbanism

Playgrounds for 
children and adults

Walkways with 
seating and picnic

Tool sharing

Shady grasslands

Intergenerational

Woody

Contemplative

Biodiverse

Farming

Self-supporter

Rescued animals

Cohabitation

beets

Productive

24/7 art exhibition

Changing 
athmospehre

grasslands

Green and shady

Leisure time

Wet

Wetlands

Cohabitation

Amphibic zones

Cohabitation

Forestation  with tiny 
forest concept

Forest Bathing 
Facitlites

Canopy Walk

Central

District’s centre

Bicycle path

Public and private 
transportation

Active sport grounds

Meeting points and
communication 

Creative

biosphere reserve

Calm nature reserve

Wild animals

Not accesible

Diana - Roman goddess 
of wilderness, nature, vegetation

Airmid - Celtic goddess of healing
 and herbs

 Hestia - Greek goddess of  the family heart, 
cooking bread, family and communal feasts 

Undine - French mytholotical water nymph

Hera - Greek goddess of womenhood

Sentona - Istrian goddess 
and patroness of travellers

Ceres - Roman goddess of agriculture

Epona - Celtic Roman protector of horses, 
ponies, donkeys, leading the soul after-life ride
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Neith - Egyptian goddess of creation, 
wisdom, weaving

Brigid - Pre-Christian Irish goddess of 
wisdom, poetry, healing, smithing

Saraswati - Hindu goddess of knowledge, 
music, art, speech, wisdom, and learning

Educational

Adventure trail

barbecue

Teambuilding 
playground

Agricultural

prevailing w
ind channels

Sustainable 
agriculture: mixed 
cultivation

Colorful fruit trees

Self-supporter

Housing xs-xl with community spaces
families, seniors,  

Co-Office
Reading and Writing Studios

Housing xs-xl with community spaces
mutligenerational living, families, single parents

greenhouse, reading and writing Studios
MobilityHub

Housing xs-xl with community spaces
multigenerational living, seniors, students, 

work-live, mikro-living, short term rentals 
pharmacy, medical services, supermarket, drugstore 

gastronomy, commercial, Co-Working, Office 
MobilityHub + ParknRide
sport facilities, youth club

Housing xs-xl with community spaces
ateliers, flat shares

Academy, seminar spaces, creative workshops

Housing xs-xl with community spaces 
students + elderly mixed dorms, ateliers, short term rentals

 Feministic Academy, community rooms
hostel, workshop, seminar, music rooms

MobilityHub

Housing xs-xl with community spaces
cluster living, living laboratory with self-development 

greenhouse, farm, communal shed
vegan café, animal sanctuary

workshop, urban farming

Reproductive 
Productive 

ecosystems

the value 
of nature

ecosystem 
services
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What is a 
feminist 

city?

A feminist city prioritizes equality, 
inclusivity, safety and well-being for 
all residents with a particular focus 

on addressing the unique 
challenges faced by women and 

marginalized gender groups. 

[the * makes gender diversity 
visible beyond a binary gender 

model]

I

To live on and to live on well future 
urban developments have to:
1. reduce our environmental 
impact and therefore slow down 
and ideally stop climate change.  
2. we have to face climate change 
an dress accordingly: with a climate 
adapted urbanism. 
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